Kindergarten Learning Board

Reading

Writing
(Pick your
favorite to bring
to our Zoom!)

Math
Focus:
Shapes

Science/
Social
Studies
Weekly
Challenge

Week of May 4-8

***teacher picks

Activity 1

Activity 2

Activity 3

Theme Book:

Theme Book:
Think back to
the story The Very
Hungry Caterpillar.
Retell the events in
order, for all 7 days of
the week.
"On Monday, he ate . ."

Sunday is Mother's Day!
Create a card for Mom! Use
whatever materials you have
to make it beautiful. Read it
out loud to mom on Mother’s
Day
*for a fun printable survey
about mom Click Here
SHHH…it’s a secret!

~ Draw & label 3
things that start with TH.
~ Can you use all 3 TH
words in one sentence?

Opinion writing:
Would you be rather
be a butterfly or a
transformer? Write 2
sentences to tell why
and read it to
someone you love.

Handwriting:
Practice writing the
upper-case letters of the
alphabet with your
pointer finger in a fun
way...shaving cream,
pudding, sand....the sky's
the limit!

Sight word writing:

Handwriting:

Using popcorn word
from lists 2 and 7, write
your words on small
pieces of scrap paper,
crunch it up and shoot
it into the trash can.

Listen to Mrs.
Wallingford's video to
practice your Staring
Corner Capital Letters -

Use a thermometer at
home or check the
weather on TV for daily
temperature. Keep
track (printable)for
weather for the
week. Which day was
the hottest/coldest?

Measurement***

Measurement

Listen to The Very Hungry
Caterpillar.
Read by Mrs. Petrie

Watch the
‘Lifecycles: Butterflies’
video on
BrainPopJr.
Scroll down to
‘Games’ and play or
take the quiz.

Trace your family's
shoes (add detail),
measure with something
in your house (I.e. beans,
pennies, goldfish,
etc.). Record the
length. Who has the
longest/shortest foot?

Watch video on
Nonstandard
Measurement and
take easy quiz
BrainPop Jr.

Creative Play
Pretend you are a
caterpillar and put on
a show as you
recreate the butterfly
life cycle.
Challenge: Can you
make a caterpilllar or
your own set of
wings?

Pebble Go
Watch the video on the
‘Monarch Butterfly’ on
Pebble Go. Tell a loved
one a fun fact that you
learned.

Activity 4

Activity 5

Phonics:

Drop Everything &
Read***:

Watch Jack
Hartmann's TH
Digraph Song

H, K, L, U, V, W, X, Y, Z.
Measurement
Find something heavy

and something light in
your house. Draw and
label the items.
Optional: Write about
what is heavier than
you? See Attachment :)

Butterfly Chrysalis***

Imagine you are a
caterpillar. Ask a family
member to wrap you up
in a toilet paper
chrysalis. Have fun and
take pictures, Don't
forget to reuse the TP. ☺
Check out Mrs. Bailey as
a chrysalis.

Make yourself a
reading cave and
read your favorite
books by flashlight
for 10 -15 minutes.
Thematic Writing:***
Write 3 sentences to
tell the beginning,
middle, and end of
the Hungry
Caterpillar.
EL HELP bit.ly/kinderEL

Measurement Tools
Go on a scavenger
hunt with Mrs.
Domingo to see
what measurement
tools you can find
around your house.
Hands on Science!

Volume Experiment
Mrs. Shookster Video

“Hats off” to our first responders and medical professionals! Take a picture wearing your favorite hat and post it on Twitter
and/or Facebook using #AshlandSOAR! Together We SOAR Higher!

